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• Short historical background of anthroposophic music therapy • Basic principles, formulated in conceptual research (Odulf Damen) • Treatment program, formulated in Delphi research to professional experiences (tacit knowledge, best practice) • Effectstudy: Changes in respiration, heart rate and state of mind while hearing live music (Viola Heckel) Oral presentation: content 3
• 1920:
-First concepts, formulated by Steiner (1920, psycho-physiological background) , Werbeck-Svärtström (1925, singing therapy) and Pracht (1925, development of a new kind of lyre) -Aim: to apply spiritual insights in professional healthcare • Formulating coherences between musical and humanly processes, based on the view of the threefold and fourfold constitution of the human being • Phenomenology of musical experiences and processes as a base for the therapeutic process • Salutogenetic concept of the operating mechanism: supporting the ability to adapt and self manage in the face of social, physical, and emotional challenges (Huber e.a., 2011)
Basic principles
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Threefold model of coherence between musical and human processes
• Musical experience is above all an activity of feeling and emotion.
• This emotional experience is directly connected with blood circulation (the musical pulse) and breath (the musical phrasing).
• The element that immediately touches our feelings is harmony with its different colours of major-, minor-and dissonant chords. It is also related very close to timbre, which is a mean for expressing feelings and emotions.
• From this point of view you can say: musical experience starts 'in the middle' of the human constitution. (Ruland, 1990; Damen, 2014 ).
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• Melody is connecting feeling with the activity of the nerve/sense system.
• It is built of clear lines: musical motives, thoughts, sentences and structures of clearly defined pitches.
• One could say: Melody is the activity of thinking without thoughts, thinking in tones and feelings (Ruland, 1990; Damen, 2014 ).
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• Rhythm is bringing us into movement, is connected directly to pulse. It is able to activate.
• Rhythm brings the energetic flow into music. And rhythm has a tendency to dynamics.
• One could say: Rhythm is musical willing (Ruland, 1990; Damen, 2014 
